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Abstract—We present a novel QoS scheduling algorithm for
multi-tiered storage servers made up of hard disks and SSDs.
The work is motivated by the difference in access times for a
workload as its SSD hit ratio changes. Our scheme is designed
to reward clients according to their runtime behavior, while
honoring their static QoS settings including shares (or weights),
reservations and limits.

A model based on entitlements is developed to describe
the reward allocation policy (RAP). Simulation results show
the advantages of RAP over conventional proportional share
allocation in adapting to dynamically varying workloads. The
proposed algorithm allows the client to directly reap the
benefits of application performance tuning as if the client is
on a dedicated system, addressing a key complaint of clients
when moving to a shared infrastructure.

Keywords-QoS, multi-tier storage, cloud, performance isola-
tion, scheduling.

I. INTRODUCTION

The popularity of the cloud as a general-purpose comput-
ing platform is raising awareness of the need for versatile
QoS policies and mechanisms that can support diverse appli-
cations and time-varying workloads [1]. Commercial virtual-
ization technology [2]–[4] has facilitated aggressive resource
consolidation, whereby multiple tenants or clients can share
computing, storage, and networking infrastructure provided
by the service provider [5]–[7]. Customers benefit from ease
and speed of deployment, elastic resource availability, and
lowered costs for short-term or unknown computing needs,
while service providers can reap the benefits of consolidation
in terms of reduced infrastructure and management costs.

Despite the benefits of shared infrastructure and pay-as-
you-go pricing models over dedicated and owned resources,
performance concerns persist, especially in the area of QoS
for shared storage and IO. Resource controls for storage
servers [8], [9] are still in an early stage of deployment [10],
and provide relatively modest functionality. Unlike CPU
and memory, storage resource management has to deal with
stateful devices and variable service times, which make it
much more difficult to provide effective QoS guarantees. The
problem will increase as new multi-tiered storage organiza-
tions supplant traditional hard-disk SAN and NAS arrays. By
employing aggressive SSD-based tiering or caching within
a traditional SAN or distributed clustered storage [11], these

solutions boost performance at reasonable cost. As a conse-
quence, QoS management now needs to deal with multiple
heterogeneous devices with very different access speeds, and
applications whose performance changes drastically with
changes in the access profiles. In Section II we discuss in
more detail the limitations of conventional QoS approaches
in such an environment, and how our reward-based model
addresses the problem.

In this paper we propose a storage QoS performance
model that freshly examines the issue of fair resource
allocation in a heterogeneous environment in which server
performance is highly dependent on workload characteristics
(like SSD hit ratio). We believe that customers that move to
a shared infrastructure will increasingly demand to see the
benefits of better caching, smart data placement decisions,
and good workload behavior, reflected in the performance
of their applications in the shared environment, just as they
would on a dedicated infrastructure. The idea behind our
proposed reward-based QoS model is to explicitly favor
applications that make more efficient use of the resources,
rather than use the gains from one application to subsi-
dize the performance of less-well-performing applications.
The subsidy model exemplified by proportional sharing
is currently the most common solution for resource allo-
cation in storage systems (see Section II). However such
solutions implicitly assume homogeneous resources and are
less acceptable when server performance can fluctuate with
application behavior.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II
we motivate and define our problem more precisely, and
compare it with existing approaches. In Section III we
present a formal model for reward-based allocation and
summarize its key properties. In Section IV we describe
our reward scheduling algorithm. In Section V we extend
the model to include reservations and limits in addition to
weights (shares). Finally, we present simulation results in
Section VI, and conclude in Section VII.

II. OVERVIEW

We motivate our reward QoS model using an example.
Consider a storage system that is being shared by three
clients A, B, and C. In a proportional share resource alloca-
tion scheme, each client has a weight (or shares) that reflects
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Figure 1. Reward Scheduler for Multi-Tiered Storage

its importance relative to the other clients. Suppose, for
example, that the weights of A, B, and C are 1, 2 and 2. If the
storage system has a capacity of 100 IOPS, then a traditional
proportional share scheduler would allocate 20 IOPS to A
and 40 IOPS to each of B and C. The implicit underlying
assumption is that all IOs are equally expensive, so that the
average service time of each client’s requests are roughly
the same (around 10 ms). As long as the workloads of the
clients satisfy that assumption (say all are doing random
4KB IOs on the device) the situation will be acceptable to
them.

Now suppose that the characteristics of A’s workload
changes and it is able to effectively exploit caching on front-
end SSDs. For specificity, assume that its SSD hit rate is
around 50% so that the average service time of its requests
is 5ms. The proportional share scheduler would continue to
allocate IOs to A, B, and C in the ratio 1 : 2 : 2. Since A’s
IOs take 5ms and B and C’s IOs take 10ms each, the system
will complete IOs at the rate of 5 IOs every 45 ms or 111.1
IOPS. Of this capacity, A will get 22.2 IOPS while B and
C will each get 44.4 IOPS each.

There are two drawbacks to using the proportional share
scheduler in this situation. From client A’s perspective the
allocation is quite unfair. The additional system capacity has
arisen entirely due to its more efficient IOs (which presum-
ably required careful application structuring, and may also
incur costs for use of the SSD). Yet its throughput increases
by only 11%. In contrast, in a dedicated environment the
increase in A’s hit ratio could have doubled its throughput.
From the service provider’s perspective, better resource
utilization is possible if more of the faster IOs are done at
the expense of the slower ones. It is reasonable to continue
to give B and C the 40 IOPS they were receiving, and divert
all the additional capacity to the client generating it (in this
case A). Hence, the allocation of A will be doubled, so
that the clients receive service in the ratio 2 : 2 : 2. With
this change, the server capacity is now 120 IOPS (6 IOs
every 50 ms); and all three clients receive 40 IOPS. Client
A has doubled its throughput as it would have in a dedicated

environment, and B and C are not affected by the increase
in A’s allocation.

A. Related Work

There has been substantial work dealing with proportional
share schedulers for networks and cpu [12], [13], [14].
These schemes have since been extended to handle the con-
straints and requirements of storage and IO scheduling [8],
[9], [15]–[22]. Reservation and limit controls for storage
servers were introduced in [9], [23], [24]. These models
provide strict proportional allocation based on static shares
(possibly subject to reservation and limit constraints). In
contrast, our work suggests dynamically changing shares to
adapt to the characteristics of the workload, rewarding well-
behaved clients by targeted allocation rather than simply
distributing the gains over all workloads. This characteristic
is a desirable property of multi-tiered storage systems, where
changes in access locality (and hit ratio) can drastically alter
an application’s profile in different execution phases.

A number of papers deal with time-quanta based IO
allocation [15], [25]–[30]. The motivation in these schemes
is to isolate fast sequential IOs from slower random
IOs [15], [26], [27] or segregate slow SSD writes from
faster reads [25]; however, we target multi-tiered storage
in this paper. Time-quantum based approaches can be seen
as a complementary method to our tag-based scheduling
approach. The major issue with time quanta based allocation
is the latency jitter caused by waiting for all remaining
clients to finish their allocated quantum before scheduling
pending requests. In contrast, the method in this paper is a
fine-grained allocation where client requests are interleaved
at the level of individual requests, preventing the latency
jitter.

Methods for accurate accounting of VM IO resource usage
were presented in [31], [32].

III. SCHEDULING MODEL

A model of the tiered storage system consisting of a front-
end SSD cache and back-end disks is shown in Figure 1.
If a request to the server is found in the SSD cache, it is
termed a hit and served from the SSD; else it is a miss and
is served from the hard disk subsystem. The access times
for the SSD and disk are denoted by τ and Υ respectively,
where τ << Υ. Typical values of these parameters for read
accesses are 50µs and 10ms respectively.

There are n clients that share the server. Each client j
has a weight ωj . The weights represent the relative static
priorities of the clients. The system maintains n queues
to hold pending requests, one for each client, as shown
in Figure 1. Requests within a queue are served in FCFS
order. When the server is free, the scheduler chooses the first
request from one of the non-empty queues and dispatches it
to the server. The server checks if the request is a SSD hit or
a miss and serves the request from the appropriate device.



Policy Total Clienti

RAP
∑

i∈A(fi × Ei) Ei × fi

PS 1/
∑n

i=1(fi/Ei) fi/
∑

i∈A(fi/Ei)

Table I
THROUGHPUT ALLOCATIONS UNDER RAP AND PS.

We now consider the performance of a single
continuously-backlogged client running in isolation.
Define the hit ratio hi of client i to be the fraction of its
requests that are served from the SSD. The average service
time for client i is given by Φi = τ × hi + Υ × (1 − hi).
When run in isolation on the server, client i will receive
a throughput equal to 1/Φi. We call this throughput the
entitlement of client i, and denote it by Ei. Note that Ei

depends only on the client’s hit ratio hi and speed of the
devices.

When several clients are sharing the server, the aim of
the scheduling policy is to try and provide clients with the
same behavior that they would see in a dedicated system.
If the system has sufficient capacity then each client should
receive its entitlement. However, if the system has less than
this capacity, our policy is to allocate the capacity to clients
in proportion to their entitlements. The policy is formally
specified below.
Reward Allocation Policy: Given a set of clients with static
weights ωi and entitlements Ei, allocate capacity to the
clients in the ratio wi × Ei = wi/Φi, i = 1, · · · , n.

We illustrate the policy with the three clients in the
example of Section II. With an initial hit ratio of zero for
all clients we have ΦA = ΦB = ΦC = Υ = 10ms,
corresponding to an entitlement of 100 IOPs for each. Since
the static weights are ωA = 1, ωB = 2, and ωC = 2,
the initial allocations are in the ratio of ωi × Ei, which is
100 : 200 : 200 as expected. When the hit ratio of A changes
to roughly half, ΦA = 5ms and EA = 200 IOPS, while EB

and EC are unchanged at 100 IOPS. Hence, the allocations
are made in the ratio 200 : 200 : 200, and the absolute
allocations are 40 IOPS each (since the system capacity has
increased to 120 IOPS because of the efficient IOs by A).

The allocations made by the Reward Allocation Policy
(RAP) and Proportional Scheduling (PS) are summarized
in Table I. We denote by A the set of active clients,
and consider an interval in which all active clients are
continuously backlogged. We let fi = wi/

∑
j∈A wj de-

note the normalized weight of active client i. Note that∑
i∈A fi = 1. It is easy to see why the throughputs stated

in Table I hold. For RAP, clients receive allocations in the
ratio ωi × Ei, and IOs of client i require average time Φi.
Hence, the system performs

∑
i∈A(ωi × Ei) IOs in time

∑
i∈A(ωi × Ei × Φi) =

∑
i∈A ωi. Now,

∑
i∈A(ωi × Ei) =∑

i∈A(fi ×Ei)×
∑

j∈A ωj . Hence, the system throughput
is

∑
i∈A(fi × Ei). For PS, the system performs

∑
i∈A ωi

IOs in time
∑

i∈A(ωi × Φi). By dividing and simplifying,
the system throughput is 1/

∑n
i=1(fi/Ei).

Comparing PS and RAP experimentally: Consider two
clients A and B of equal weight that are run on a server
with characteristics Υ = 5ms and τ = 0.1ms. Each client is
kept continuously backlogged.
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Figure 2. A and B run separately. Throughput is the clients entitlement.

The time interval is divided into four regions, and a
client’s hit ratio is different in each region. Client A has
a hit ratio of 0, 1/5, 2/5 and 3/5 in regions 1 through
4 respectively, while client B has hit ratios of 2/3, 1/2,
1/3 and 0. Figure 2 shows the throughput achieved by A
and B in each region when run separately by itself on the
system. By definition this is the entitlement of the client,
and it depends only on its hit ratio and the device speeds.
Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show the throughputs of A and B
when both clients are run together on the same server, using
PS and RAP respectively. Under PS the clients receives
equal bandwidth because their weights are the same and the
relative allocations made by PS are insensitive to hit ratio.
The differing hit ratios change the overall system capacity
a little as shown in the legend in each region. In contrast,
RAP behaves very differently, and in each region gives A
and B service in proportion to their entitlements in that
region. Hence, the form of Figure 2 and Figure 3(b) are
identical except that each throughput is divided by 2 since
two equal-weight clients are sharing the server. The total
system throughput in each region also exceeds the system
throughput under PS as expected. One can verify that the
results are consistent with the entries in Table I.

IV. REWARD SCHEDULING ALGORITHM

The reward scheduling algorithm to implement RAP is
shown in Algorithm 1. Each client has a private queue to
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Figure 3. Comparison of allocation when clients are run separately
using PS and RAP. PS does not distinguish the behavior of the clients
within a region, while the allocation by RAS is proportional to the clients’
entitlements. Overall system throughput under RAP exceeds that under PS.

buffer its requests until they are dispatched to the storage
system. Each request is stamped with a tag which is used
by the scheduler to arbitrate between the requests in different
queues. Within a client’s queue the requests are served
in FCFS order (arrival order). Hence, we only require to
explicitly tag the request at the head of each client queue.
We denote the tag of the first request of client j as sTagj .
When invoked, the scheduler chooses the request with the
minimum tag value to dispatch to the server.

The scheduler maintains statistics of the average service
times of each client. In this design we track the average ser-
vice time of the last N (a configurable parameter) requests
of each client. We denote the measured average service time
of client j by φ̄j . Clients with a low value of φ̄j get tags
that are spaced closer together and are hence served more
frequently than requests with larger service times.

Procedure RequestArrival shows what happens

Symbol Meaning
A Set of active tasks
Φ̄j Average service time of task j
ωj Static weight of Task j

sTagj Scheduling tag of task j

Table II
SYMBOLS USED BY THE SCHEDULER

when a client j sends a request r at time t. If j already
has pending requests then r is simply appended to the end
of the queue, and its arrival time is noted. It will be assigned
an sTag when the request reaches the head of the queue. On
the other hand, if the request arrives to an empty queue, then
it is assigned a tag equal to the larger of its arrival time and
the sTag computed when the last request from that queue
completed.

When a request (say from client j) completes service, the
procedure RequestCompletion is invoked. The average
service time of client j, Φ̄j is updated by incorporating the
service time of the newly completed request. This is used to
compute the next value of sTagj by incrementing its current
tag value by Φ̄j/ωj . Thus the tags of successive requests of
the client are spaced by an amount that is proportional to the
average service time over the last N requests, and inversely
proportional to the static weight of the client. Hence clients
who are completing their requests faster are given priority
over those with slower requests, as are clients with higher
static weights.

The AdjustTags procedure is needed to handle the
dynamic arrival and departure of clients. When a client joins
the system by sending a request (either for the first time or
after a period of inactivity), the tag assigned to this request
needs to be synchronized with the tags of requests already
in the system. Before a request is scheduled the tags are
adjusted so that the smallest tag is equal to the current real
time, but the relative spacing of the tags is unchanged. That
is, the tags are moved as a block to synchronize with the
current time. This is the same synchronization mechanism
used in [9], [16], and is used to prevent starvation of either
the newly arriving request or the existing requests.

A. Properties of the Basic Reward Algorithm

The reward scheduling algorithm is designed to reward
efficient applications which use less service time at the
server by scheduling them more frequently. Consequently,
a client whose average service time is smaller will be given
preference over a client with a longer service time. In
contrast, conventional storage fair schedulers are agnostic
to the speed of service, and allocate IOPS to each client
based solely on their static weight.

Over the long term, the Basic Reward Scheduler will
allocate clients total service time in proportion to their



Algorithm 1: Basic Reward Scheduling Algorithm
RequestArrival (request r, client j, time t)
begin

if Task j Queue empty then
Add j to set of active clients A;
sTagj = max(sTagj , t);
Add r to queue of task j with tag sTagj ;

else
Add r to queue of task j with timestamp t;

ScheduleRequest ( )
begin

Dispatch request with minj{sTagj : j ∈ A};

AdjustTags (time t)
begin

minTag = minj{sTagj : j ∈ A};
∆ = minTag - t;
∀ j ∈ A: sTagj = sTagj −∆;

RequestCompletion (task j, time t)
begin

Φ̄j = UpdateServiceTime(j, Φj);
Remove completed request from queue;
sTagj = sTagj + Φ̄j/ωj ;
AdjustTags(t);
if Task j Queue empty then

Remove j from set of active clients A;

ScheduleRequest();

weights, as shown in Table I. Client i receives a throughput
of Ei×fi; since its IOs take an average of Φ̄i each, the total
service time it receives in T time units is fi × T . Hence,
if two applications have the same weight but their average
service times are 5ms and 20ms respectively, then both will
spend 500 ms of every second using the device. However, the
first application will complete 100 IOs per second, while the
second will only get 25 IOPS. As discussed earlier, an IOPS
based proportional scheduler would give each application 40
IOPS, penalizing the efficient application over what it would
expect to see if it was deployed on dedicated resources.

V. RESERVATIONS AND LIMITS MODEL

In this section we consider an important practical ex-
tension to the basic reward model presented in Section II,
specifically the incorporation of reservations and limits. A
reservation for client i, denoted by Ri, is a lower bound on
IOPS guaranteed to it, while a limit, denoted by Li is an
upper bound on the IOPS provided to it. Clients often like
to place an upper-bound in a pay-for-service model to limit
costs for low priority jobs or to prevent unexpected charges
due to runaway applications. Reservations allow the client to
anticipate a certain minimum performance under congested
conditions; without reservations the client may receive very
little allocation due to its low weight or because of a drop
in available system capacity.

In the reward model considered here, reservations are spe-
cially important for a client to protect itself from fluctuations
in its own workload characteristics. A client may wish to
reserve a minimum number of IOPS irrespective of its hit
ratio. In this case, even if its entitlement falls due to a poor
hit ratio, the reservation will ensure a floor. As an example,
consider client B of Figure 3(b). In Region 4, when its hit
ratio falls to 1/3 its throughput falls to around 100 IOPS.
The client may wish instead to place a reservation of 150
IOPS so that even in Region 4 it would be guaranteed at
least 150 IOPS. In Regions 1 to 3, it would receive more
than its reservation (based on its entitlement), but in Region
4 would receive its reservation (more than its entitlement).
This situation is unique to the reward model and requires to
be carefully handled.
Handling Reservations: Guaranteeing reservations is dif-
ficult. The reward scheduler should ensure that each task
gets at least its reservation while rewarding the tasks with
lower service times. This requires that the system capacity
must be sufficient to satisfy the reservations of all admitted
clients, even under their worst-case access profiles (for
instance, zero hit ratio). That is, admission control must
ensure that: Cmin ≥

∑
j∈ARj . Other, more permissive

admission control criteria can be adopted, by suitable SLA
restrictions on the client workloads. A detailed discussion
of these approaches is beyond the scope of this paper.

We handle reservations and limits using the elegant tech-
nique of using multiple tags proposed in [9]. Requests at the
head of each queue are assigned a reservation tag (rTag) and
a limit tag (lTag) in addition to the sTag described earlier.
Successive rTags of client i are equally spaced apart by
1/Ri. If a client’s rTag lags the current time it means that it
requires service to meet its reservation. If the rTag is ahead
of the current time it means that all its reservations have
been currently satisfied and it should be served according to
its sTag. The sTags are updated as in Algorithm 1.

A client may dynamically change its access characteristics
and move back and forth between being reservation bound or
entitlement bound. In this case the scheduler needs to track
the change, and synchronize between the rTags and sTags of
the client. In [9] the two sets of tags were relatively indepen-
dent and did not require any synchronization between them.
Specifically, when a client switches from being reservation
bound to entitlement bound (its hit ratio improves so that its
weighted entitlement exceeds its reservation) its sTag needs
to be resynchronized with the current rTag value. Otherwise
it would face a prolonged delay before receiving its entitle-
ment due to its sTag having run arbitrarily ahead of its rTag.
We show this behavior experimentally in Section VI-C. The
switch from being reservation bound to being entitlement
bound is detected by checking if Φi

ωi
< 1

Ri
. To prevent

instability, we require this condition to hold over a certain
minimum number of consecutive requests, to conclude that
a genuine change of phase has occurred.



Symbol Meaning
Lj Limit capacity of task j
Rj Reserved capacity of task j

rTagj Reservation tag of task j
lTagj Limit tag of task j

Table III
ADDITIONAL SYMBOLS USED BY THE REWARD SCHEDULER

Handling Limits: The request at the head of the queue of
client i is assigned a limit tag lTagi that are spaced 1/Li

apart. If the current time is less than lTagi, it means that
client i has received more allocation than specified by its
limit, and should not be serviced till lTagi falls behind the
current time.
Reward Scheduler with Reservations and Limits: The
details of the algorithm are given in Algorithm 2. The sched-
uler searches the active client queues for requests whose
rTag are no more than the current time. The request with
the smallest such reservation tag is selected for servicing
and dispatched. If there are no eligible rTags, the scheduler
selects the request with the lowest (sTag), provided its lTag
is less than the current time. When a request completes, the
service time Φ is recorded to be used in updating the average
service time of the client, and for checking if there is a phase
transition.

The Reward Scheduling algorithm allocates the system’s
capacity in the following order: (1) Each client will get at
least its reservation capacity provided the system capacity
constraint is satisfied. This happens because the reservation
tags have the highest priority in the system and requests
required to satisfy a reservation are are always served
in preference to other requests. (2) If there is additional
capacity beyond that needed for reservations, it is allocated
in accordance with the dynamic weights (Φ̄i/ωi) of the
clients.

VI. EVALUATION

In this section, we describe the empirical evaluation of our
scheduling algorithm, Reward Scheduling, using a process-
driven system simulator Yacsim [33]. Each client workload
consists of a sequence of fixed-size block requests. The
request service times are assumed to be uniformly distributed
with a mean of 5ms for a disk device, and a mean of
0.1ms for the SSD. The workloads are all kept continuously
backlogged with at least 1 outstanding request at any time.
The experiments are designed to validate three aspects of
the Reward Scheduling algorithm: (i) Guaranteeing weight-
based allocation; (ii) Rewarding well behaved tasks; and (iii)
Guaranteeing Reservations.

Algorithm 2: Reward Scheduling Algorithm
RequestArrival (request r, time t, task j)
begin

if Task j Queue empty then
sTagj = max(sTagj , t);
rTagj = max(rTagj , t);
lTagj = max(lTagj , t);
Add r to j’s queue with sTagj , rTagj & lTagj ;
Add j to set of active clients A;

else
Add r to task j’s queue with timestamp t;

ScheduleRequest (time t)
begin

Let E be the set of requests with rTag ≤ t;
if E not empty then

Dispatch request with min rTag from E;
else

Let E′ be the set of requests with lTag ≤ t;
if E′ not empty then

Dispatch request with min sTag from E′;
Let it belong to task j;
rTagj = rTagj - 1/Rj ;

AdjustTag (time t)
begin

minTag = minj{sTagj : non-empty queues j};
∆ = minTag - t;
∀ non-empty queues j: sTagj = sTagj −∆ ;

RequestCompletion (task j, time t)
begin

Φj = service time;
Remove completed request from queue;
rTagj = rTagj + 1/Rj ;
lTagj = lTagj + 1/Lj ;
sTagj = sTagj + Φj/ωj ;
if Φj/ωj < 1/Rj then

/* Synchronize sTag if phase change */;
sTagj = rTagj ;

AdjustTag(time t);
if Task j Queue empty then

Remove j from set of active clients A;

ScheduleRequest(time t);

A. Guaranteeing Weight Proportional Allocation

This experiment demonstrates that Reward Scheduler re-
verts to a simple proportional scheduler when the clients
have the same workload characteristics. Each client has a
fixed static weight based on its SLA. At run time the Reward
Scheduler generates the dynamic weight of the client by
dividing it by the average service time of its requests. When
the clients have the same access profiles, the ratios of their
dynamic weights and static weights are the same. We used
three clients A, B and C with static weights 1, 2 and 5
respectively. All the clients have a hit ratio of 0 (i.e. all
disk requests) and reservations of 0. As shown in Figure 4,
the Reward Scheduling algorithm successfully divides the
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Figure 4. Guaranteeing Weight Proportional Allocation

capacity of the system for all clients in proportion to the
weights. The capacity of the system is roughly 200 IOPS
when the mean service time equals 5ms. The allocated
bandwidths for the three clients are centered around 25, 50
and 125 IOPS respectively, in the ratio of their weights.

B. Reward Scheduling

Rewarding workloads which have better runtime charac-
teristics is a critical feature of the proposed algorithm. By
reward we mean that the task with a shorter average service
time is able to obtain a higher share of the IOPS of the server.
As in the previous setup, the three clients A, B, and C have
weights in the ratio 1 : 2 : 5, and are kept continuously
backlogged. The hit ratios of A and C are kept constant at
zero, as is the hit ratio of B before time t = 25 and after
time t = 75. Between times t = 25 and t = 75, client B’s
hit ratio is at the higher value of 0.4. During this interval
its average service time is equal to 3.04ms, compared to the
average service time of 5.0ms when all its requests are to
the disk.

The throughput achieved by the tasks is shown in Fig-
ure 5(a). During the interval [25, 75] the bandwidth allocated
to B increases from 50 IOPS to roughly 83 IOPS, while the
throughputs of clients A and C remain constant at 25 and 125
IOPS respectively throughout the experiment. The increase
in B’s allocation is directly related to the decrease in its ser-
vice time by a factor of 3/5 that increases its throughput by
a factor 5/3, while leaving the other allocations unchanged.
This is the main feature in our algorithm. In Figure 5(b) we
show the same scenario but using a Proportional Scheduler.
During the interval [25, 75], the system capacity increases a
little from 150 to 222 IOPS. This increase is proportionally
distributed among the three clients, which all show a small
increase in their throughput. Meanwhile client B which was
the main cause for this increase in the total bandwidth,
was barely rewarded, as shown by comparing its allocation
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Figure 5. Comparison of Capacity Allocation in PS and Reward Schedulers

during this interval in Figures 5(a) and 5(b).

C. Reward Scheduling with Reservations

Finally we put all the pieces together and consider reward
scheduling and reservations together. The only change from
the previous example is that client B has a reservation of
60 IOPS. Hence during the initial interval [0, 25], client B
must be allocated more than its entitlement of 50 IOPS;
consequently the bandwidth allocated to clients A and C
are reduced proportionately (see Figures 6(a) and 6(b)). At
t = 25 the hit ratio of client B changed to 0.4.

We ran this experiment for two cases, The first is to show
the starvation problem that arises if the sTags and rTags
are not synchronized properly when the phase changes. As
shown in Figure 6(a), the throughput allocated to B did
not increase till roughly time 40 and it received additional
bandwidth only for the interval [40, 75]. In contrast, in the
experiment shown in Figure 6(b) where the tags are synchro-
nized (Algorithm 2), client B receives additional bandwidth
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Figure 6. Comparison Between Capacity Allocation With and Without
rTag/wTag Synchronization

based on its entitlement almost immediately after its hit
ratio changes, as desired. In Figure 6(b), the allocations
of A and C are unaffected when the hit ratio changes. In
Figure 6(a) the allocations to A and C increase during the
interval [25, 40]; during this time the system is generating
additional IOs but B is not receiving them due to the drift
between its tags; hence the capacity is shared between A
and C which see an increase in allocation in this interval.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented a novel QoS scheduling
algorithm for multi-tiered storage servers made up of hard
disks and SSDs. Our scheme is designed to rewards clients
according to their runtime behavior, while honoring their
static QoS settings including shares (or weights), reserva-
tions and limits. The work is motivated by the difference in
access times for a workload in different phases of execution
as its hit ratio to the SSD device changes. A model based on
entitlements is developed to describe the reward allocation

policy (RAP). Simulation results show the advantages of this
policy over conventional proportional share allocation, and
its ability to adapt to dynamically varying workloads.

We believe that the proposed reward scheduling algorithm
leads to QoS guarantees, which are more useful to clients
than existing proportional share schemes in multi-tenant
shared environments. The proposed algorithm allows the
client to directly reap the benefits of application performance
tuning as if the client is on a dedicated system. This ad-
dresses a key complaint of clients when moving to a shared
infrastructure. From the infrastructure’s viewpoint, reward
scheduling also results in higher throughput. Currently we
are in the process of extending the Reward Scheduling
algorithm to handle increased device concurrency, and exper-
imenting with actual implementation in a Linux environment
with multiple types of storage.
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